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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are building out alarge-scale FC storage network where all
switches are cascaded. When multiple FC switches are cascaded,
which of the following scenarios will cause the switch to
isolate E_prot port? (multiple choice)
A. FC switch Zone conflict
B. FC Switch Switch Name conflict
C. FC switch IP address conflict
D. FC switch domain ID conflict
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
There is an AS-path-filter, ip as-path-filter 1 permit
Related Posts100(_100)*(_400)*, which AS-PATH attribute cannot
be matched by the As-path-filter?
A. 100 400
B. 100 400 400 400
C. 100 200 900
D. 0
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
When deploying Nexus 5000 switches in NPV mode, what technology
will help with resilience and increase throughput?
A. Other answer (unknown)
B. Other answer (unknown)
C. F-port-channel trunk
D. FCoE
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus
5000/sw/san_switching/421_n1_1/
b_Cisco_n5k_nxos_sanswitching_config_guide_rel421_n1_1/
Cisco_n5k_nxos_sanswitching_config_guide_rel421_n1_1_chapter7.h
tml#con_133799

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which Cisco product were incorporated into Cisco ISE between
ISE releases 2.0 and 2.3?
A. Cisco ACS
B. Cisco WSA
C. Cisco ASA
D. Cisco ESA
Answer: A
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